Role of the tetrahemic subunit in Desulfovibrio vulgaris hildenborough formate dehydrogenase.
In the anaerobic sulfate-reducing bacterium Desulfovibrio vulgaris Hildenborough (DvH), the genome sequencing revealed the presence of three operons encoding formate dehydrogenases. fdh1 encodes an alphabetagamma trimeric enzyme containing 11 heme binding sites; fdh2 corresponds to an alphabetagamma trimeric enzyme with a tetrahemic subunit; fdh3 encodes an alphabeta dimeric enzyme. In the present work, spectroscopic measurements demonstrated that the reduction of cytochrome c(553) was obtained in the presence of the trimeric FDH2 and not with the dimeric FDH3, suggesting that the tetrahemic subunit (FDH2C) is essential for the interaction with this physiological electron transfer partner. To further study the role of the tetrahemic subunit, the fdh2C gene was cloned and expressed in Desulfovibrio desulfuricans G201. The recombinant FDH2C was purified and characterized by optical and NMR spectroscopies. The heme redox potentials measured by electrochemistry were found to be identical in the whole enzyme and in the recombinant subunit, indicating a correct folding of the recombinant protein. The mapping of the interacting site by 2D heteronuclear NMR demonstrated a similar interaction of cytochrome c(553) with the native enzyme and the recombinant subunit. The presence of hemes c in the gamma subunit of formate dehydrogenases is specific of these anaerobic sulfate-reducing bacteria and replaces heme b subunit generally found in the enzymes involved in anaerobic metabolisms.